Full Council Minutes March 5, 2015

Meeting start 7:10pm


Outreach: working to finalize the off campus mixer with students and the off campus community. Nicole will be finalizing plans with Chris and Rochelle.

Finance: ASU $2625, Globemed, $929, Playhard’s Paradox $8000, Arabian Nights $3162, Blue Key second Monday Round table $620, supported Blue Key second Monday round table with great success. $41,289.30 left in Special Events.

Internal Affairs: request to move voting new members in sooner on the agenda:

- Motion to vote Livia Abuls into CCGSA Full Council. Livia Abuls is the new Sophomore Representative with a vote of 13-0-0.
- Motion to vote Aaron Blinderman into CCGSA Full Council as Finance Representative. Aaron Blinderman is the new Finance Representative with a vote of 11-1-1.

Student Concerns: will be working with CC Dems and Reps to host Courageous Conversation about political difference.

Presentation:

Brian Blade and the Fellowship Band. This event will be held Sunday, March 29th, 2015 in the evening 7:30pm. Jazz Combo would open the set. That Saturday, Brian Blade will hold a "master class," clinic that is open to CC students. Melvin Butler, a member of the band, who is also a professor at the University of Chicago, will present a lecture.

Response:

- The process has been very long and strenuous. The budget did not include AV equipment, which has increased the budget significantly.
- Too many meetings have been missed, which has made this process very difficult.
- Regardless of missed meetings, we should keep in mind how many events are also happening that weekend—winter food fest, battle of the bands, Playhard’s Paradox.

Unfinished Business:

Colorado College Student Government Association Mission Statement to be discussed:
The Colorado College Student Government Association (CCSGA) promotes the well-being and interests of students by acting as the voice of the student body, affecting change where change is needed, advocating continuity where policies and traditions are working, and fostering a healthy community through planning, facilitation, and financial support for clubs and events.

Presentation of a resolution to support the Butler Center. Open floor discussion of Butler Center:
- Should this resolution be passed in tandem with future Butler Center support?
- Supporting the Butler Center through a resolution is a powerful statement

The resolution to support the Butler Center has passed with a vote of 13-0-1.

Presentation of a resolution to support the creation of a student music venue on campus. Open floor discussion:
- Would this space be large enough to house a Playhard event?
  - Two-spaces in consideration are: old-Leechpit space, and the Whitney Electric Building
- How do you envision the space being both practice and performance space?
  - In the case of the Whitney Electric Building, there are two floors, one could be used for practicing, and one could be used for performance.
- This resolution is simply a support measure from CCSGA, not a funding measure.

The resolution to support the creation of a student music venue on campus has passed with a vote of 13-0-1.

Meeting End: 8:00pm